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ABSTRACT
Unwanted e-mails became one of the most risk experienced by e-mail users, which may
be either harmless or e-mails that represent a threat to the internet. Filtering systems are used to
filter e-mail messages from spam. This paper introduces a proposed hybrid system to filter the
spam; the proposal hybrid Ant Colony System (ACS) and Naive Bayesian (NB) classifier.
Where, ACS will depend on the Information Gain (IG) as a heuristic measure to guide the ants
search to select the optimal worst features then omitting these features. The remind features will
be the subset which is used to train and test NB classifier to classify whether the mail message
spam or not. The proposal is experimented on spambase dataset, and the results show that; the
accuracy, precision and recall with NB which use a subset of features extracted by proposing
IG-based ACS is higher than the traditional NB with all set of features.
Keywords: ACS, IG, NB, spam filtering
INTRODUCTION
mail has been becoming these days one of the most important methods of
communication because it is inexpensive and faster than other communication methods.
But the misusing of e-mail leads to create variety threats to the internet such as spam email. Spam e-mail is "the practice of sending unwanted e-mail messages frequently with
commercial content, in large quantities to a random group of recipients"[1].In comparison,
managing cost of a spam is noticeably more than sending cost which is considered negligible.
This leads to waste network resources, and storage. Meanwhile, traffic congestion cost, and
leads to waste employees' productivity [2].Spam filtering system has been used to solve the
spam problem. Naive Bayesian classifier is an area of interest of data mining contributes on
manual classification of useful messages and spam, also reporting impressive precision and
recall on the unseen messages. It may be surprising that the classification of the text can be
effective in spam filtering systems [3].The benefits of using feature selection is the
improvement in predication accuracy in some cases. Distinguishing the appropriate feature in a
text message [4].Information gain is a statistical filter mechanism. It measures the text pureness
in order to use the training sample. IG mechanism depends on the probabilities dimensions.
These dimensions are between two probabilities of dispensers category, i.e., two categories
"spam and non-spam"[5]. ACO algorithm is especially appealing for feature selection because
there is no heuristic that is able to lead search for the most optimum feature subset each time.
Also, it may be the status in which ants detect the optimum group of features during the process
the search space [6, 7].
This paper introduces proposal to build spam filtering system that automatically classifies
the mail message whether spam or not. The proposal system aims to train Naive Bayesian as a
spam filter system by hybrid it with preprocessing step include computing information gain for
each feature to be used as part of the heuristic measure in ACS, that to guide the ant search for
solving feature selection.
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Related Works
Androutsopoulos I., et al., 2000, debated Naive Bayesian classifier could be implemented
as spam e-mail filter, they implemented overall evaluation on their proposed work to contribute
benchmark, while they keep in mind several factors to find out the effect of them on the filter
performance (attribute set size, training data set size, process of grouping together the different
inflected forms of a word so they can be analyzed as a single item and stop list) [3].Jensen R.,
2006, showed that the main goal of feature selection for general applications is the reduction of
the subset size of the features scope problem, while maintaining the accuracy high, can be
reached by removing unnecessary features using two mechanisms; Ant Colony Optimization
and fuzzy-rough data reduction process. He applied his method to two systems: classification of
web and monitoring complex systems [7].
Guzella T.S.,et al.,2009, presented review of developed machine learning algorithm for
spam filtering. They discussed two important aspects that are not extensively known in the
literature; difficulties of updating a classifier depending on group of word representation, and
the great difference between two models of NB. Generally, they concluded that although
important achievements have been made in the recent years, some aspects still need to be
explored, especially under more realistic settings of evaluation [8]. Chakraborty N., et al., 2012,
discussed how e-mail becoming one of the widely used method of communication between
individuals because of it is cheapest and fastest way of communication. They propose using
hybrid system Neural Network and Naive Bayesian to enhance the spam filter. By training NN
to recognize different forms of often used words in spam mails [1].
Theoretical Background
This section explains the theoretical back ground of the proposed system that includes Ant
Colony System, Information Gain, and Naive Bayesian.
Ant Colony System (Acs)
ACS is an ingredient of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), that is metaheuristic inspired by real
ant life. The follow of ACS:
1.
Initially, "m" ants will be randomly positioned on "n" cities that are chosen according to
certain initialization rule.
2.
The State Transition Rule of ACS: When a tour is built in ACS, an ant "m" at the
present position of node "i" selects the next move to the next node "j" by employing the rule of
state transition by applying the following equation:

3.
arg max

j=

T i, u

∈

η i, u

J

if q
q
if q
q

… (1)

Where T i, u is the pheromone trace at edge i, u . The heuristic desirability
η i, u =1/δ i, u is the inverse length from node "i" to node "u". S i is a set of nodes that
ant "k" keeps visiting and "i" represents the node where the ant is placed. Also, " " is the
parameter, which decides the importance of the relative pheromone against distance
0 . "q" is a random number that is uniformly distributed in 0,1 , and q is a parameter
1) which decides the relative importance of exploitation against
(0
q
exploration.The probability is known as random-proportional rule, and it is given in Eq.(2):
,

,

if j ∈ S i
…..(2)
0
otherwise
4. Local Updating Rule of ACS: while an ant is building a tour, it changes the pheromone
concentration on the visited edges by Eq.(3):
,

∑ ∈

,

,
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T (i, j)= (1−ρ) T (i, j) + ρT
…(3)
is the evaporating parameter of
Where, T is the initial level of pheromone and
pheromone where 0
1.
5. Global Updating Rule of ACS: updating will be performed after every ant that has
completed its tours. In order to get a more directed search, by Eq.(4):

6.

T (i, j)= (1−α) T (i, j) + α ∆T (i, j)
if i, j ∈ globle best tour
L
Where ∆T (i, j) =
0
otherwise

….. (4)
… (5)

Eq.(4), 0
1 represents parameter of pheromone evaporating, and L represents the
global best tour length that is found up to the present iteration [9 and10].
Information Gain (Ig)
Being one of the ranking feature selection methods, IG has been proposed in most
machine learning literatures. This technique purpose is to exclude redundant or irrelevant
features from a certain feature vector. Entropy measure is commonly used to measure the purity
of examples in an arbitrary collection. It is the basis of the ranking methods of IG attribute. It is
considered system’s unpredictability measure. However, the entropy of Y is:
H(Y) = -∑ ∈ p Y log p Y
…(6)
Where p y is the density function of marginal probability for the variable "Y" which is a
random number [11 and 12].
Naive Bayesian (Nb)
Bayesian classifiers are considered as statistical classifiers. They are able to predict the
probabilities of a class membership like the probability of a given tuple which belong to a
particular class. The probability is calculated by Eq.(7).
P (H|X) =

|

… (7)

In Bayesian expression, "X" is "evidence". Let "H" be certain hypothesis like the data tuple
"X" that belongs to certain class "C". The probability of the hypothesis "H" holds the "evidence"
or observed data tuple "X". P(H|X) is the posterior probability of "H" conditioned on "X"
| |
where, P(h) = is the estimated h priori probability and they are the patterns number in class
"h" and "N" is the total patterns number and it is assumed that all hypotheses are likely equal to
P(X|h) which is "X" conditional probability that is conditional on h, and P(X) is "X" prior
probability, which is a constant. The hypothesis of maximum posteriori (MAP) used to mean
that class h has maximum P(h|X)[13 and 14].
Description Of The Proposed System
The proposed system is offline NB classifier for spam filtering. Figure (1) will present the
proposal; which is NB classifier use the IG-based ACS as feature selection, but ACS will be
worked somehow inverse of the traditional concept. Stages of the proposal are:
1. Prepare and preprocess (normalization) spambase dataset to be used in training and testing.
2. The proposed algorithm which is called IG-based ACS feature selection will be hybrid with NB
classifier. NB classifier is trained and tested on critical subset of features that is extracted by IGbased ACS.
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Figure (1) Block diagrram of NB cclassifier witth IG-based
d ACS featurre selection
Dataaset Descripttion (Spamb
base Datasett)
The used dataset
d
in th
he proposed system is a universal an
nd standard spambase dataset
d
consiists of 4051 records (e-m
mails) and (5 7) features in
i addition to
o class type which were taken
out oof 4601 recoords, the rest of recordss are eliminaated becausee they a redu
dundant, spam
mbase
dataset is foundedd for scientiffic researchees of spam fiiltering [15]. This datasett is prepared
d to be
used with Weka machine
m
learrning softwaare. The last column is tittular represeents the classs type,
whichh indicates whether
w
the e-mail is coonsidered a spam
s
"1" or not "0". Moost of the feeatures
indicaate whether a particular word
w
or charracter was frrequently app
pearing in thhe e-mail. Th
he runlengthh features (555-57) measu
ure the lengthh of sequencees of consecu
utive capital letters.
Norm
malization of Spambase Dataset
The valuees of spam
mbase dataseet features have diffeerent rangess. Therefore the
norm
malization proocess is appllied on the vvalues of these features to set them inn a uniform range
betweeen [0, 1]. Normalization
N
n can be donee using Eq.(8
8).
…(8)
Wherre
1.
: old value off feature.
∶ Minimum value
v
that thee feature
can get.
2.
∶ Maximum value
v
that thee feature
can gett.
3.
will be divid
ded into two datasets thesse are: 1. Traaining
The normaalized spambase dataset w
nsist of (30007) records th
hat represent the e-mails,, and (58) columns
dataset for traininng; which con
t e-mails aand the class type (ham an
nd spam).
that rrepresent the features of the
2. Teesting datasett for testing the model w
which is conssists of (1044
4) records thhat represent the emailss to be testedd and (57) collumns presennt features off the e-mails.
Inforrmation Gaiin (Ig)
In ordeer to improv
ve the accuraacy of the cllassification by calculatiing the entro
opy of
eeach element in each featture with eacch class and the
t entropy of
o the entire class, to callculate
thhe informatioon gain of eaach feature aas total sum of
o the subtraction of the ttotal class en
ntropy
fr
from the elem
ments entrop
py of the feat
atures. The in
nformation gain
g
will be obtained fro
om the
trraining datasset. It will pro
ovide (57) innformation gain.
g
For morre explanatioon see Figuree (2).
1.
Calculatee the total enttropy by the following , Total
T
Entrop
py
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–
… (9)
2.
Calculatee T which is the summattion of the frrequency of a feature wiith the two classes
c
spam
m and not spam.
Calculatee the entro
3.
opy of the feature with
w
two cllasses usingg Eq.(10),Feature
[Enttropy(featuree(class|spam
m),feature(class|non-spam))]
Entroopy=
..(10)
Inform
mation gain (feature) = Total
T
Entropyy – Feature Entropy
E
..(1 1)

F
Figure
(2) Block diagram
m of the custtomized info
ormation gaain
Ig-Baased Acs Feature Selecttion
The propossal will use ant colony ssystem. ACS
S uses the ob
btained (57)) IG as a heu
uristic
measure in the guuidance of ACS
A
search. T
The proposaal assumes eaach feature aas a node and
d uses
the aant colony system as a feature seleection. ACS selects the worst best features thaat will
increaase accuracyy of the Naive Bayesiann classifier, precision
p
and
d recall in cclassifying th
he test
dataset e-mail meessages.
The pproposed IG--based ACS feature selecction assumees the followiing parameteers of ACS and for
more explanationn see Figure (3):
(
The initial phheromone
value is 11/No. of dataaset features =1/57=0.01..
1. T
2. N
No. of nodes = No. of feaatures=57, Noo. of ants = 5,
5 No. of iterations =10.
..(12)
3. H
Heuristic meaasure
is th
he av, av
/2
4. Thhe ants selecct the first node (feature) rrandomly.
5. Q is a random
m value betweeen (0, 1),
is assumed to be 0.5.
ploit :
6. Iff Q ≤ Q thee Ant will exp
Transitionn rule = Seleect arg
(t)
∈
Else if Q >

..(13)

the An
nt explores

Transitiion rule =

..(14)

∑

Wherre : it is asssumed =1,
(t): a set of nodes to be
b selected.
7. Local updatte pheromone rule
(tt) = (1- )Ph (t)+
208

..(15)
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Wherre Lnd repressents the len
ngth of the rooute between
n two nodes, represents evaporate vaalue is
assum
med 0.1
8. Globaal pheromone is updatingg at the end of
o each one itteration the aaccording to
Eq.(166):Ph (t+1)= (1-ρ )Ph (tt)+ρ Dt
..(16)
Wherre : represeents evaporaate value is aassumed 0.1,, Dt: 1/St, St: representss the length of the
selectted subset.

F
Figure
(3) Bllock diagram
m of IG- bassed ACS fea
ature selectioon
The N
Naive Bayessian Classifiier
The work of
o NB will be consisted oof two stagess these are; training
t
stagee (the resulteed NB
probaabilities willl be used in
n classifyingg "test dataseet e-mails" whether thee incoming e-mail
e
messaage is spam
m or not) and
d the classifi
fication stagee both of theem are basedd on the meessage
conteent, see Figurre (4).
1. Training sttage; NB classifier will bbe trained ussing known features
f
(worrds) that app
pear in
either spam
m or non-spam
m as in the fo
following:
| |
 Calculate the probab
bility of eachh class, using
g Eq. P (C ) =
..(17)


Calculate the condittional probabbility of each
h element occcurring in eaach feature to
o each
class using Eq. P (X|C ) ∏ P E |C
..(18)
2. C
Classification stage; NB
B filter classsifies e-maail in the teesting datasset using the NB
pprobabilities of training dataset.
d
N classifierr on each recoord (e-mail) in testing daata set.
 Apply NB
 Take the probabilitiees of the currrent record elements
e
from
m training staage.
 If the prrobability off an element is not found
d the classifieer take the avverage probaability
of the nearest two ellements.
 Calculatee the posterio
or probabiliti es of the currrent record (e-mail)
(
using
ng Eq.P H|X
X
|
… (19)


If the result of the posterior prrobabilities of
o class spam
m is > the rresult of possterior
m, the record
d (e-mail) is classified aas spam, and
d vice
probabilities of classs non-spam
versa.
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Figure (4)) Flowchart explain Naiive Bayesian
n Classifier
W
And Reesults
Expeerimental Work
To experim
ments the prroposed moddels spam fiiltering systeem will deppend on spam
mbase
dataset. The propposal train three
t
classifiiers (NB, IG
G-based NB,, and IG-Baased ACS NB) on
trainiing dataset, then the constructed cllassifiers aree tested on testing
t
datasset. The pro
oposed
d (i.e., traineed and tested
system
m has been experimente
e
d) for many times
t
to estim
mate the acccuracy
of thhe classifiers, finally hig
ghlight whichh of them rate
r
higher accuracy
a
ressults. This section
explaains results acccording to standard
s
eval
aluation meassures of classsifications.
Three classification models
m
have been experimented, wh
here these m
models havee been
traineed and testedd on the sam
me training aand testing datasets.
d
Thaat is to estim
mate the valid
dation
and tthe accuracyy of these co
onstructed m
models on th
he same testiing dataset. The classification
measures are:
1. True Posiitive (TP): in
nfected e-maail that correcctly categorizzed as spam.
2. False Possitive (FP): e-mail that inncorrectly cattegorized as spam.
3. True Neggative (TN): e-mail that ccorrectly cateegorized as e-mail.
4. False Neggative (FN): infected e-m
mail that inco
orrectly categ
gorized as e-m
mail.
Table (1), presents the performanc e of the threee classifiers NB, IG-bassed NB, IG-Based
ACS NB with sett of features along 3007 ee-mails (train
ning dataset)) as in Figure
re (5); In the Table
(1) thhese sampless obtained du
uring classifiication proceess have the highest accuuracy result. These
sampples are takenn from Naivee Bayesian m
model, Inform
mation Gain
n based Naivve Bayesian model
m
and Innformation Gain
G Based Ant
A Colony S
System Naiv
ve Bayesian model.
m
For innstance in th
he first
recorrd of this Taable is Naiv
ve Bayesian classifier which
w
have all
a features and classification
resultts are TN= 780,
7
TP= 157
7, FN= 23, FP
P= 84.
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Tablee (1): Classiification resu
ults of NB, IG-based
I
NB
B, and IG-B
Based ACS NB
N
(teesting of 104
44 e-mails)
Seleccted
TN
Classifier
TP FN FP Acccuracy P
Precision
Recall
Featu
ures
NB
57
7
780 157 23 84
89.75%
665.15%
87.22%
8
10
0
798 165 15 66
92.24%
771.43%
91.67%
9
15
5
799 162 18 65
92.04%
771.37%
90.00%
9
17
7
803 161 19 61
92.33%
772.52%
89.44%
8
20
0
771 161 19 93
89.27%
663.39%
89.44%
8
IG
G-based NB
30
0
786 156 24 78
90.22%
666.67%
86.67%
8
40
0
785 155 25 79
90.03%
666.34%
86.11%
8
45
5
780 156 24 84
89.65%
665.00%
86.67%
8
47
7
777 156 24 87
89.36%
660.20%
86.67%
8
50
0
776 156 24 88
89.27%
663.93%
86.67%
8
47
7
820 153 27 44
93.19%
777.66%
85%
37
7
810 160 20 54
92.91%
774.76%
88.88%
8
IG-B
Based ACS NB
N
29
9
826 161 19 38
94.54%
880.90%
89.44%
8
27
7
828 164 16 36
95.01%
82%
91.11%
9
24
4
834 161 19 30
95.30%
884.29%
89.44%
8
Figure (5) contains rep
presentation of the high
hest and mosst accurate ((TN, TP, FN
N, FP)
resultts from eachh one of the proposed claassification models
m
as sh
hown in Tabble (1) of thee (NB,
IG-baased NB andd IG-Based ACS
A NB).

Figure (5): The highestt accuracy results
r
of tessting datasett
Figure (6) below reprresents the hhighest and most accurate (Accuraccy, Precision and
Recalll) results off each one off the proposeed models du
uring the classsification prrocess as sho
own in
Tablee(1) of the (N
NB, IG-based
d NB and IG
G-Based ACS
S NB) .
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Figure (6
6): Represen
nts accuracy
y, precision and
a recall
Table (2) represents samples of th
the highest accuracy
a
ressults by usinng the ant colony
c
system
m first transsition rule to
o select the features to be
b turned offf to increasse accuracy of the
classiification proccess. For insstance, in Tabble (2), the first
f
record will
w be the IG
G-Based AC
CS NB
classiifier takes thhe highest acccuracy resuult obtained during 8th iteration, w
which turns off
o 28
featurres that imprroves accuraccy result from
m 89.75% to
o 94.54%.

T
Table (2) higgh accuracy
y by using IG
G-Based AC
CS NB Classsifier first trransition rulle
C
Classifier

IG
G-Based
A
ACS NB

Iteratio
n

No.
N of selectted node
to be turn ed off

8

28

8

30

9

33

212

Selected fea
atures to
be turneed off
55
5 , 54 , 7 , 9 , 5 , 1 , 4
, 0 , 31 , 38 , 50 , 14 ,
35
3 , 44 , 41 , 30 , 11 ,
12 , 34 , 8 , 29
9 , 49 , 27
, 17 , 28 , 10 , 19 , 16
55
5 , 9 , 5 , 1 , 4 , 22 , 2
, 0 , 31 , 38 , 50 , 14 ,
35
3 , 44 , 41 , 30 , 11 ,
12 , 34 , 8 , 29
9 , 49 , 27
, 17 , 28 , 10 , 19 , 16 ,
36 , 54
5
55
5 , 1 , 4 , 22
2 , 2 , 56 ,
25
2 , 18 , 0 , 31
1 , 38 , 50
, 14 , 35 , 44 , 41 , 30 ,
11 , 12 , 34 , 8 , 29 , 49
, 27 , 17 , 28 , 10 , 19 ,
16 , 36 , 54
4,7,9

Start
node

Acccuracy

55

94..54%

55

55

95..01%

95..30%
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Figure (7) shows the highest
h
three accuracy results obtaineed by applyi
ying first tran
nsition
rule oof IG-Based ACS NB claassification m
model. Wherre Figure (8) shows the diifferent num
mber of
selectted features and
a their acccuracy.

Figgure (7): thee highest acccuracy of IG
G-Based ACS NB classiffier

Figuree (8): repressent numberr of selected
d features wiith accuracyy of the
IG-Baseed ACS NB classifier
Table (3) below
b
repressents the sam
mples of the highest accu
uracy resultss by using th
he ant
colonny system second transitiion rule to seelect the feattures to be tu
urned off to increase acccuracy
of thee classificatiion process. For instancee, in Table (3),
( the first record will be the IG-Based
ACS NB classifier takes the highest accuuracy result obtained during 2nd iiteration, wh
hich is
turn ooff10 featurees that improves accuracyy result from
m 89.75% to 92.24%.
9
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Table (3) high accuracy by using IG-Based ACS NB Classifier second transition rule
Classifier

Iteratio
n

No. of selected
node to be turned
off

2

10

5

20

9

30

IG-Based
ACS NB

Selected features to be
turned off
54 , 43 , 45 , 32 , 33 , 42
, 53 , 3 , 48 , 13
54 , 52 , 20 , 24 , 15 , 45
, 32 , 33 , 42 , 53 , 3 , 48
, 13 , 47 , 43 , 40 , 46 ,
39 , 37 , 21
54 , 4 , 45 , 32 , 33 , 42 ,
53 , 3 , 48 , 13 , 47 , 43 ,
40 , 46 , 39 , 37 , 21 , 51
, 52 , 20 , 24 , 15 , 23 , 6
, 55 , 26 , 18 , 25 , 56 , 2

Start
node

Accuracy

54

92.24%

54

89.75%

54

85.82%

CONCLUSIONS
1. Through the use of the proposed system Naive Bayesian classifier accuracy achieved
(89.75%) displayed in Table (1), a good results are obtained for the classification of spambase
dataset e-mail messages by the likelihood an element occurring in either category more
explanation in Figure (5) and Figure (6), also provide higher speed computational result when is
applying to large database such spambase (4051) records as shown in flowchart (4).
2.By taking number of the highest information gain calculated of each feature from the training
dataset then applying Naive Bayesian classifier over the selected features to classify the testing
dataset e-mail messages as display in Table (1) when take the 10 highest information gain
make accuracy results increased from (89.75%) to (92.24%) even higher results when taking the
17 highest information gain of features (92.33%) more explanation in Figure (5) and (6), it
provide higher accuracy results than applying Naive Bayesian classifier only.
3. As it is seen in the experimental work that displayed in previous sections, ant colony system
depends on information gain as a heuristic measure which is static value in Eq.(12) and
pheromone updating is a dynamic value in Eq.(15) and (16) that update on the selected nodes to
be turned off, the ant colony system work in reverse of traditional method as shown in Block
diagram (3).
4.In IG-Based ACS NB classifier when ants use the first transition rule in Eq.(13) to decide
which is the next node, then applying Naive Bayesian, higher accuracy result is given compared
with using a second transition rule in Eq.(14) as seen in Table (2). When turn off 28 selected
features that are selected by the first transition rule in Eq.(13) accuracy result is improved from
using only Naive Bayesian (89.75%) to (94.54%) and representation in Figure (7).
5.When the ants in IG-Based ACS NB classifier use the second transition rule in Eq.(14) to
decide which node to go next then applying Naive Bayesian, the accuracy result decreases
compared with using the first transition rule in Eq.(13) as shown in Table (3). When turn off 30
selected features by using the second transition rule in Eq.(14) leads to decrease accuracy result
from using Naive Bayesian (89.75%) to (85.82%), these results is not so promising.
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